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This is a handy tool for efficient data analysis.n It supports Embarcadero Delphi XE4-XE7, C++ .NET, JavaScript and
Microsoft Access. By using this tool, you will be able to: â€¢ select groups of data; display data columns as 3D labels that can
be used to highlight different types of data; view the results of a group comparison of indicators from various reports; use the
built-in model to determine the point at which the various characteristics of the sample converge; create labeled "curves" in the
reporting space, which is very convenient for analyzing disparate data; create curves that mimic popular analysis methods such
as MORTICA.A significant advantage of analyzing large amounts of statistical data using the End Window Profiling product is
that it allows you to use formulas, create the necessary mathematical relationships, and include them in reports. This means you
will get the best results in the shortest amount of time. #begin In the report file "Conclusion" the type of data presentation
"curve" is defined. Curves can be created in the following ways: â€¢\\tCreate your own curve with the "Prepare report"
command. â€¢ Create curve using built-in properties â€¢ Reshape the curve with the Reshape Curve command. â€¢ Add to
curve listing â€¢ Use the shape of curves in the report (or exit the project) with the command "Delete shape curves" Market
modeling, consumer survey, data analysis Built-in visual analyzer The ability to determine parameters and build mathematical
dependencies Reports for data analysis and real-time data analysis Data groups: Selected groups Counters: Data summary:
Market symbols: Price charts: Business planning: Directory: Data for analysis and calculation: Data Reliability Estimate:
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